SIGNATURE SERIES

SIZES THROUGH 16´ WIDE WITH AN AUTOMATIC CEILING CLOSURE

FEATURES

- Signature’s independently motorized ceiling closure disappears into the case when the screen is lowered, for a perfectly unobstructed view.
- Hinges are completely concealed, and the closure is supported for its entire length—no sag is possible.
- Offers the clean appearance of a ceiling-recessed screen in any size through 16´ wide.
- White all-aluminum case that is UL approved for use in environmental air space.
- Extruded aluminum case design allows for the sophisticated MCI optional controls for serial communication to be factory installed in the internal junction box. Or, select our low-voltage control, the LVC-III, for remote operation (may also be factory installed).
- Two case sizes: small for screens with an image width through 144˝; large for all others.

Signature/Series V—Features Draper’s Tab Tensioning System for a perfectly flat projection surface. Choose M1300, M2500, HiDef Grey or Cineflex rear projection viewing surface. See page 10 for more on the benefits of Tab Tensioning.

Signature/Series E—Your choice of a conventional viewing surface: Matt White, Glass Beaded, High Contrast Grey or acoustically transparent AT1200 or AT Grey.

OPTIONS

- Extra Drop, Series V—Additional drop is optional, either white or black, up to 14´ overall height (black is standard).
- Extra Drop, Series E—Up to 16´ overall height, either white or black (white is standard for Series E in AV format; black for all other formats).
- Black Masking Borders—Borders are optional for Series E in AV format. Borders are standard for Series E in all other formats and for all Series V screens.
- Motor and Control Options—Refer to page 6. Available with optional Quiet Motors.

SIZES AND FORMATS

AV Format: from 50” x 50” to 12’ x 16’
NTSC Format: from 6’ to 240” diagonal
HDTV Format: from 92” to 220” diagonal
16:10 Format: from 94” to 189” diagonal
WideScreen Format: from 99” to 218” diagonal

Custom Sizes Available

Full details available at:
www.draperinc.com/go/SignatureV.htm
www.draperinc.com/go/SignatureE.htm